To ensure that readers have the most accurate data, the authors would like to correct a number of mistakes made in the original published article. These errors do not change the main results, conclusions, or general concepts of the work. However, the authors feel it is important to correct these issues.
• On page 50 in the second paragraph of the section 'Bioerosion, secondary accretion, and total framework growth', the term 'overall site ΔC _ ' should include a better explanation that this average is obtained from taking the mean ΔC _ value of only samples where linear extension was directly calculated, not by multiplying the site average linear extension by the site average buoyant weight. As such, the sentence has been rewritten as follows: 'The sample mean percent area of macroboring and secondary accretion were multiplied by the associated sample ΔC _ (when available) or the overall site average ΔC _ , calculated only from samples where direct linear extension calculations were provided.'
• Several values were incorrectly reported in the original version of Table 1 . Namely:
Please see the corrected Table 1 below and in the updated .pdf online. These edits do not change any statistical analysis conducted in the original paper as the values were entered correctly for analysis.
• ). The Deep Flat Basin showed intermediate rates between the Bank sites as evident from the site averages (Table 1) .'
• In the following paragraph, in the third sentence, the value '19.4' was corrected to '19.8'.
• The data used to make Fig. 5 had some small mistakes for sample PB.10 in the Primary Bank. As such, please see the corrected version of this figure below and in the updated .pdf online. Note that the original figure nonetheless conveyed the points the authors are making in the text.
• To clarify Fig. 10 , the following text has been included in the legend: 'Average framework growth and calcification rates were only calculated from samples where linear extension was measured directly. See Table 1 for reported average framework secondary accretion and macroboring rates.'
• In the last paragraph before the Acknowledgements, Macintyre (1988) was cited. After further consideration, the authors feel this paper does not support the point they made in the text and should be removed.
All corrections have been implemented in the .pdf version of this article online.
The authors apologise for any inconvenience these mistakes may have caused and appreciate your understanding. Site average framework modification rates used for calculation 
